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Professional advice on how to end your marriage with less pain and expense Mediation is an

increasingly popular method for ending a marriage because it is less expensive and less

time-consuming than traditional divorce. No-Fight Divorce provides the latest and most up-to-date

information on the practices of divorce law and mediation. At the same time, it explains the process

of mediation, how it differs from a conventional divorce, and explores how to get the most from

it--including how to mediate important issues of divorce, including property settlements, alimony,

child support, and custody.
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I don't know how she did it! Author Brette McWhorter Sember, J.D. has given us the ultimate plan

for surviving divorce with dignity -- in a book you won't want to hide from your spouse.While

"No-Fight Divorce: Spend Less Money, Save Time, and Avoid Conflict Using Mediation" covers

every last detail of this typically overwhelming life challenge, reading the book itself is not the least

bit overwhelming. From the pros and cons of mediation, to finding out if you're a good candidate, to

locating the right mediator, the author anticipates every question and provides clear and simple

answers, without animosity toward either sex. It thoroughly explains how to negotiate property,

parenting, and money issues and how to deal with sticking points. The book addresses fears you

haven't even thought of yet and answers questions like, "What if you have no idea what's

reasonable," and "What if your spouse makes last minute changes or demands?"Boy, do I wish this

book had been around during my divorce. After our first mediation session my ex exploded and I



gave up, out of fear and lack of knowledge. Sure, we read other books, but they either missed the

point entirely or contained that conversation-busting chapter that should be titled, "How to rip off

your soon-to-be ex." "No-Fight Divorce" is sure to bring much better short and long-term results for

all. In fact, I plan to pass my copy along to friends who are considering mediation. I have no doubt it

will be well-received on both fronts.

I am truly sorry this book wasn't available some 30 years ago when my parents went through an

ugly divorce. Using the advice Ms. McWhorter Sember puts forth -- even if you end up not using

mediation -- lays the foundation for about as friendly a divorce as one can have.This method works

in every aspect of the divorce situation and brings up "what if" situations one might not think of

during the process -- and provides solutions.Not only can this save a divorcing couple money, time

and agony during the proceedings, it helps foster a healthy relationship after the divorce. That's a

big plus, especially when children are involved.An excellent resource for anyone contemplating, or

going through a divorce.

I really liked how the information was organized to where you might be in your divorce process. The

book gave me much more confidence in preparing for the mediation with detailed examples.

Makes sense. Cannot go wrong with this book.
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